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'it:MMHG THE PAGE'

The Appropriate Use of Asian American Children's Literature
in, the Classroom

64.
I. Understanding the Importance of the Appropriate Use of Asian American

/ children's literature

When I was a child, the t
were five Chinese brothers and
(Bishop, 1,933, p.1)

Cautiously the pairs of ey
child, looked down to the floo

acher read, "Once upon a time tnere
they all looked exactly alike."

s stole a quick glance back. I. the

The teacher turned the book our way: bilious yellow skin, slanted
slit eyes. Not only were the brothers look alikes but so were all
the other charactersi

Quickly again all eyes
I sank slowly into.my seat.

flashed back at me. When I was a child,

I, the teacher, conferenced with ma-students
selection of reading books. Bruce brings the Five
"Tell me about the story, Bruce."

"Well it's about these five Chinese brothers, -

on their
Chinese

free
Brothers.

you know, kinda
like you..."

"What do you mein, "Kinda like me""
"Well your family is kinda Chinese or Japanese or something."

Bruce pauses and stares puzzled at me and then again at his
book. He quickly adds, "But maybe you're different. Aren't
your eyes supposed% to slant up or dotvn'"

I, the teacher sat up. -We have work to do.

Asian Am pan people have been sepaXted from Asia by -geography,
iindculture, history for greater than seven generations. We .have
more than a 140 year old history in America; yet where are we in
the literature? Are we still the foreigners who come bumbling around
in the white person's society' Are our personalities still the
submissive and apologetic' Are we still the look alikes of Bishop
and Wiesol&Sive Chinese Brothers?

Let's take it closer look at Asian Amprican children's literature.
In 1976 a committee of Asian American book reviewers formed the Asian
American Children's Book Project under the Council of Interracial
Books for Children. Their objectives were to evaluate books and
identify those books which could be. used .eifectively in educational
programs.

The committee (evaluated children's books in which one or more central
characters were -Asian American. They found a total of sixty-six books
which fit this requirement. (Consider too, that greater han 3,000
childreks books in general are published each year!) The orris t teg
accepted the the definition of Asian Americans to include all
Americans of all countries but were unable to locate books in all
the categories.

- 1 -



Of the sixty-six titles, most were about Chinese-Americans and
Japanese-Americans. Two were about-Korean-Americans and two were
Vietnamese-American titles.

-

The committee found most hooks were published between 1945 and 1915
with the greatest number of published in the. 1970's. Seven (that
is, one-sixth) of the bookS were by authors of Asian American
background.

With the evaluation of 'Asian American cl-.1.dren's 'c Lr. tic
committee concluded that with ,the exception of one or two, th, sixty-
six books were 'racist, sexist, and elitist and that the image of
Asian Americans they present is grossly. misleading." The image
presented was "Asian Americans' area foreigners who all loon alike
and choose to live together in quaint communities lir the midst of
larger cities and cling to outworn alien customs." (Bulletin, 1976,
p.3)

With so few books accurately portraying Asian Americans. it is likeiv
that more children like pruce, will continue to ""strreotvpc rd hold
misconceptions about Asian Americans.

Bruce May be like most other children at the beginning stages cf
development. He is ego-centric. He understands only in iselationship
to h self and finds an point of view difficult to understand.
So weelt need to ask the uestion seriously. How does literature effect
people?

Om.

In What Reading Does to People, Waples, Berelson, and Bradshaw state
°reading is a social process. It relates the reader to his environ-
ment and it cbnditions that relationship." (1958, p. 17)

The au thors continue, paying sometimes a ruder has a, primary
relationship. That is he/she has direct physical contact with
envir onment . But in other instances he/she has a secondary
relationship. That is he/she establishes contact only through symbols
as In book reading/listcning. This secondary relationship or
interaction with literature will affect hislher primary or direct
interactions later. Both types of interaction help to develop the
individual's experiences and attitudes.

s

One of the earliest studies done on the influence of books on children
was conducted in 1944 with a group of white ,junior high school
students. The results of this study indicated that by exposing white
students to books portraying, Blacks in a positive way caused attitudes
towards Blacks to become more favorable.

Since then other studies too have indicated poitive changes in
student behavior and attitudes as a result of the usage of
multiethnic materials. (Georgeoff, 1968; Litcher and Johnson, 1969;)

In 1963 Whipple conducted 4 study in Detroit co paring the effects
of multiracial and non-multiracial reading series on reading skills.
The two 'books utilized were similar setting. All children using the
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multicultural books performe signifiCan.tly better on /tests cf work
recogrrition' and oral reading Pri a. performence item 76 'percent of
the students expressed better liking and interest for the
multicultural looks. ,/
One ought to further consider the q

.
iali,ty of the Jontent of -the

material presented as Tauran, did in FAT. This study, evaluated the
effects of both positive, and negative stories on children.

. ,4,
In this study whochildren ho read positive stories about t' c I-InLit
people developed favorable attitudes toward the Innuit v hil. stuoents
expos to negative, stories became less favorable in their attitudes.

. (Note: In leading this study one does not' know the investigator's
definition of positive and negative stories. It would imply one thing
if Tauran meant positive meaning non-stereotyping and realistic.

.-1- would be cautioned if the interpretation of negative stories
inclUded deletion of true historical accounts of the Innuit .)

In her book Print, and Prejudice, Zilnet concludes that 'While it would
appear that much of the long, term influence of reading \depends upon
its reinforcement in the home an,d community. the potential for
changing a point of view has been demonstrated by the immediate
effects books do have-q5n children's beliefs.'

, .
.41

f
There its evidence, then to indicate that multiethnic books do affect
children's attitudes and achievement.

+ Resptnse to- literature research indicates that the use of literature
does not affect children's attitudes and concepts. Reading ori listeMng to literature is important in children's 'value development.
Research not only suggests that the reading or listening to literature
affects attitudes but also that the active discussion of these valises
as just as important. (Berg-Cross, 1 8; Monson,. and Shurtleff,, 1979,
and Fisher, 1965).

To change attitudes towards racial groups, research, indicates that
teachers should use quality selections as well as quality discussions-e
Teachers need to help students focus on the understandings of others,
to clarify misconceptions and to share relevant . experiences and
feelings.'

s

Rather than teaching didactic lessons from trade book literature
(children's literature, library Cooks) teachers can help their
students beoonle active learners by jumping Alto `the story and taking
the point of view of title character with a focussed You are type
questiton? In becoming the character, the student can better
understand the motives and actions.

Ac ording to Piaget's developmental stages children are egocentric and
fi d another's' point of view difficult to understand. At the same

/ ti aslow's hierarchy, of needs indicate peo-ple strive tor a sense of
belonging.and safety. Therefore with the You are type questo-ns you
can help your st4ients to further their understandings of
similarities, to explor differences and to establish the 'comfort zone
of knowing you belong."

P
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An example of a Point- of view question based on this discussison might .
1:t: You are `the teacher. What would you have said to Bruce when he
asked ?Aren't your eyes supposed to Slant up or down" Or onJ based
on a JapAnese folktale, thaiihima Taro; "You -are Taro. Why dt4 you
disobey the .warnings pf thg Sea Princesg3" Pursue with your students 4
how things,. feelings, and /or, actions are similar even, though names,
appearances, or cultures might be i'ifferent. Then further with
acknOwlegging and Accepting the differences.

- r ' ,
:

In ,opptsition to ,Jumping into the story and taking the icentity of
various characters, students can also learn to, do the revrse'.
Students can learn to find elements within the story and tie those
elements to their own, life experiences in, order to make book reading/
listening identifiable aid applicable with /its ,universal themes. *An,
example of relating self type questions might be'; "Tell about the

' time 'someone laughed' at yol.4 for eating something different. Whatdid .you do or say in response. Tell how your reactions mighlhave been
like the character in the book." Or ,lased on the tale of Urashima
Taro, "Tell about the time you were so curious you operled a boy, even
though you irere warned ntit to. How might Taro's fe'lings be similar
to your's" " ,

.
.So the situation exists that we still have stereotyping attitudes and

concepts compounded by existing children's literature which still
reinforces those Concepts and alienates Asian American childitn: 4 Yet
we know usage of accurate literature can affect attitudes and concepts
of individuals. .. (

On the surface level we can begin to develop and utpize criteria to
,valuate existing books and with those guidelines educators can use
the books in proper perspective. Educators. authors., illustrators,.
and publishers should also use those\ guidelines, in the writing of,
illustrationofi and usage of new literature.

.... 4

I-The Asian iiian American Children's Book Project committee
establish the following guidelines:

A

has helped to

I. A children's book aboZit Asian Americans should reflect the
realities and way of life of an Asian American people. t

, 21 A children's' book about Asian Americans\Wiould transcend
Stereotypes.

( i. A children 's book about Asian Americans should seek 4to.
rectify'historical distortions and omissions.

4. A children's. book about Asian Americans should avoid the, - '''tntidel minority and "super" minority syndromes.

5. A children's book about Asian Americans should reflect an .

awareness of the changing status of women ih society.

6. A children's `book about Asian Americans should contain art
and photos which accurately reflect th'e racial diversity
of Asian Americans. (Bulletin, 1976, p. 4) ...,

1 \ A
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(For a detailed Criteria refer to, "Criteria for analning Books on
Asian Americans," Interracial Books for Children Bulletin, Vol. 7,
Nos. 2 & 3, 19761.

In evaluating and utilizing these books we must consider .too that each
of the books, is an experience or viewpoint of a person. It is
realistic to the author from his/her perspeCtive and it is his/her
right as an author to shae that view. It is the responsibility of
the publishers and edu'cators to present a multittde of viewpoints of
Asian American experiences to be shared by Asian run:lean chi:dren as
well as non-Asian Americans.

II. Recommended list of Asian American Cbildren'4 Literature

e

4, Following is a list of good Asian American chi drengs fiction.

Arruego, Jose. A CROCODILE'S TALE. Nev. York. N.Y.:
Spribner's, 1972. (primary) .A Filipino folk tale focusing on grat-
a t ude and he ing.

Coirtant, Hele and Vo-Dinh. FIRST SNOW. New York, N.Y.:
lt

Knopa, 1974. (primary) A sensitive story of a young Vietnamese
Amefcan girl's first experience. with a Nev. England snowfall, and the
death of her' grandmother.

Ignacio, Melissa M. THE PHILIPPINES: ROOTS OF MY HERITAGE.
Filipino Development Associates, 1977. (intermediate aryl up) *The
tellings of a journey of a Filipino American teenager.

Uchida, Yoshiko. JOURNEY HOME. New York, N.Y.:
Atheneum, 1978. (intermediate and up) The story of twelve year old
Yuki and her family who return to their home in Werkeley after being
imprisoned in one of America's concentration camps dilting World War
11.

Uchida, Yoshiko. JOURNEY TO TOPAZ. New York, N.Y.:
Scribner's 1971. (intermediate and'up) A portrayal of a young
child's experience during the evacuation of 120.000 persons of
Japanese ancestry from the West Coast during World War H.

Uchida, Yoshiko. THE ROOSTER WHO UNDERSTOOD JAPANESE.
New York, N.Y.: Scribner's, 1976. (primary) Story of ,a young
Asian American girl helping out her next door neighbor.

Uchida, Yoshiko. SAMURAI OF GOLD HILL. New York, N.Y.:
Scribner, 1972. (intermediate and up) A narrative based upon the
historical account of the Wakamatsu Colony, one of the first immi-
grating parties from Japan, and on the findings of a grave on Gold
Hill, north of Sacramento, California, "In Commemoration of Okei
Died in 1872 19 years old A Japanese girl."

Yashima, Taro and Mitsu. MONO'S KITTEN. New Work, N.Y.:
Viking Press, 1961 (primary) Momo, a young Asian American child, /
finds a. lost kitten and 'takes the cesponsibilities in caring for it.

Yashima, Taro. UMBRELLA. New York, N.Y.:
Viking Press, 1958. (primary) Momo receives a new umbrella for her
birthday and then waits in vain for a rainy day for a chance to use
it

1
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Yep, Laurence. CHILD OF THE OWL. New York, N.Y.:
Harper and Row, 1977 (intermediate and up) Casey, a Chinese
-American girl is sent to. live with her Paw -Paw, her maternal

*grandmother, in San Francisco's Chinatown, where she learns about
,herself as a Chinese American. -

Yep, L'aurence.. DRAGPNWINGS. New York, N
Harper Row, 1975.*, (intermediate and up) Based upon the factual
accounts of a Chinese immigrant who built a flying machine during

' the Wright era, this a novel of Windridet andhis son Moonshadow
who successfully build a flying inachinfluring the early 1900's
The st ry also reflects the realities encountered by the immigratkng
Chines

Yep, La rence. SEA GLASS. New 'York, N.Y.:
Harper and Row, 1979. (intermediate and up) A narrative' of a
Chinese youth who fails to measure up to his father's ideal of an
All American sports player and who Considered a "fat Chtnese
Buddha Mae by 'friends yet considered a "allure demon" by the old

- Chinese of the neighborhood. With the sensitivity and insight of
Uncle Quail, Craig begins to find his dtvn niche and self esteen.

A. FOLKTALES, (
Folktales provide an tiexcellent evolutionary bridge from old country
cultural perspectives to Asian Ameritan perspectives. 4Folktales set
the scene for -discus/non and discovery of universal themes and plots.
With these fictional tales teachers can easily tie the teaching of
reading comprehension skills and social studies 'concepts to folktale
units.

Develop a w.orld of folktalg bulletin board with your students. Given
a map of the world help, Your students identify various folktal,s, and.
their country of origin., Use yar'n and pin markers form the country of
origin to taken- which identify folktale variants, i.e. Use all red
colored yarn tsi label- the Cinderella' tales, .use all blue colored yarn
to label, Hare and `tortoise tales.

III ItACHDIG IDEAS AND STRATEGIES

A start might be to read the many variations of Cinderella:
Cinderella,- French
Tatercoats.- English tale
Moss Green Princess - African Swazi tale
AshPet,--Virginia and N. Carolina Grandfather tale
The Girl Who Was Saved by a, Talking Bird Pilipino tale
The Jewel Slipper - Vietnamese tale

Then' make comparisons and discoveries-as to plot and theme
similarities. Continue the discussion focusing on how characters
.and/or setting changed the tale according to the uniqueness of the
country of origin. Help your students explore possibilities as to why
the differences, i.e. Are they different because of geographical
areas and Climate, culture, social, religious, and/or educational
,influences.

it
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Now take this one step further. Given the common essential elements
of a selected folktale, i.e. Cinderella, create a modern day version.
Tie this back' to your oliginal discussion as to the timelessness of
universal themes and differences due fp place, Culture, etc.

For a helpful start try iratch-kng the following tales:

Urashima Taro (Japanese) with Rip Van Winkle and/or
Pandora's Box

Momotaro (Japanese) with Superman (thanks to Maggie Brown,
seconSgrader)

Two of Everything (Chinese) with Magic Pot and/or
Magic Porridge Pot

Isshuin Bosh' (Japanese) with Tom Thumb
Crocodile's Tale (Filipino) with Gingerbread Boy

Find others from Asian Folk and Fairy Tale collections as:

Aquino, Gaudencio, BoniractoCristobal, and Delfin. PHILIPPINE
FOLK TALES. Alemar, , 1969.

Arbuthno,t, May Hill and Zena Sutherland. THE ARBUTHNOT
ANTHOLOGY OF CHILDREN'S LITERATURE. *Scott Foresman, 1976.
Asian Cultural Centre for Unetco. FOLK TALES FROM ASIAN FOR
CHILDREN EVERYWHERE. Books 1-6. Weatherhill/Heibonsha,

1975
ang, Garret. MEN FROM THE VILLAGE DEEP IN THE MOUNTAIN AND
OTHER JAPANESE FOLK TALES. Macmillan, 1973.

Carpenter, Frances. PEOPLE }tom THE SKY: ANINU TALES FROM
NOTHERN'JAPAN. Doubleday, 1972.

Carswell, Lotta. FAVORITE CHILDREN'S STORIES FROM CHINA AND -
TIBET. Tuttle, 1962.

Comber, Leon. FAVOURITE STORIES FOR ASIAN SCHOOLS Heinemann ,
EducationhlBooks LTD, 1971. '

Grahame, Gail B. THE BEtGAR IN THE BLANKET AND OTHER VIETNAMESE.
TALES.

Hung Ha., tae FOLK TALES OF OLD KOREA. Yonsei Univ., 1977.
In-Sob, Zong. FOLK TALES FROM KOREA. Hollym Corporation, 1970.
Pedroche, Contado V. THE GINGER GIRL AND OTHER STORIES.
Robertson,' Dorothy L., FAIRY TALES FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
Sakade, Florence. JAPANESE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE STORIES. Tuttle,

C.

1958.
Sakade, Florence. JAPANESE CHILDR

IN
'S STORIES. Tuttle, 1959.

Sechrist, Elizabeth.' ONCE THE FTR ES. (Filipino)
Wyndham, Robert. TALES THE PEOPLE T L IN CHINA. Messner, 1971.

(
B. PLAYING WITH LANGUAGE SOUNDS

P

Momo's Kitten and Umbrella by Taro Yashima are two simple tales
of an Asian American girl growing up, learning to be responsib ek
and independent. The two stories also lend themselves to uncover
different onomatopoeic words. i.e. The sound of rain falling on
an umbrella =/bon polo bon polo/and, a cat saying/neow neow/.
This is a great opportunity for you and your students to make
comparisons of different "sound words." Sample comparisons from
different children's literature pieces might be:

4
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Umbrella by Taro Yashima-sbund of rain=bon polo bon polo
"Galoshes," by Bacmeister (in Bridled With Rainbows, by
Brewton. Macmillan, 1949, p. 24.-sound of rain=splishes and
pploshes, and slashes and sloshes 2

Involve your students, their parents, and yeut second language
zlearners. Find out the different Sounds different language

; groups use. i.e": In Japanese, cats say "neow neow"
dogs say "wan wan" .

cows say, "moe-moe"
When discovering different, language equivalents some students may
begin to have difficulty producing the sounds. This is a great
opportunity to use first hand experience to discuss, Why second
language learners might heave difficulties hearing and producing
'English sounds. \, .

C. CROSS-CULTURAL EXPERIENCES COMPARISONS

Children's books which focus upon the relationship between the
young and elderly, about life and death are scarce. First "Snow
by Coutant and Vo-Dinh is a beautiful story of a young Vietnamese
American. girl who learns from her grandmother the meaning of
death. This simple story provides the basis for .excellent
discussions and how different cultures new life and death, abeet
the Buddhist religion, and aebut extended ramify functions and
responsibilities.

Again other chidreils books% which provide good cross cultural
comparisons might include;

Depola, Thomas Anthony. Nana Upstairs and Nana
Downstairs. Putnam, 1973.-- .-

Tree, Virgitha. The Magic Moth. Seabury laps, 1972. .

Miles, Miska. Annie end the OldOne. Little, Brown,
1971.
Zolotow, Charolotte. My Grandson Lew. Harper, 1974.

D. ANOTHER LOOK AT HISTORY .3

Given the feactual historical accounts of the World War U intern-
ment of persons of Japanese ancestry, have your studeAts read'
Uchida's Journey .to Topaz 'and Journey Home. Make comparisons
to the factual accuracies. Use the point of view and/or relating
self type questions to "discuss 'the experiences of the young at
camp. A comparati/e biography mightby' Monica Sone'k Nisei
Davhter (University of Washington Press, 1979)

E. ASIAN AMERICAN HISTORY' EXPERIENCED THROUGH ROLE PLAVNG

Laurence Yep's novels Dragonwings, Child of the Owl, and Sea
Glass are also the bases ft); excellent historical comparisons to
Chinese American history, i.e., develop a library research

c' assignment to find out about the true accounts of the Chinese
American aviator, Fong Joe Guly and his airplane. Uncover how
this became the basis for Yep's novel, Dragonwings.

.4
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Through the use of poiont of view and relating self questions and
Yep's Child of the 2w1 and Sea Glass, help build the self aware-
ness and concept. of Asian American studbnts. ,

Try utilizing a' variation of the role playing technique as out-
lined by Shaftel with various chapters from Yep's books. Give
yoltr students only part of the, chapter, the beginnirig to the
problematic situation. Stop the story and help lour students
role, play by: 1) defining the Problem, Z) delineating alterna-
tives - what Will happen now 3) exploring alternatives - act
out and role play the possible solutions, and 4) making a deci-
sion as to what was the best alternative.

IV. CONCLUDING RE3dAlUES

t

We have a responsibility to piesent Asian American experiences to both
Asian Americans and non. We need to- iprovide accurate knowledge, about
others while facilitating accurate knowledge and pride in one's
idently, as well as providing tools to combat the impact of racism and
sexism.

From this surface leiel change perhapb we can rontinue to heighten the
awareness of teachers Ad author/illustrators, and encourage more
writers and publyshers as to the needs of quality Asian American
children's literature td affect a deep structure change in children's
actions and attitudes.

How much longer will \books. cause Asian American- children to crawl
under their desks? much longer will non-Asian American children
formulate misconceptions? Will Asian American children as well as
non-Asian- America% children continue to turn the pages of the Five
Chinese Brothers? Yes, we have work to be done.

-q=
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